1 Similar critiques could be lodged against Yukio Tsuchiya's beloved and heart-breaking children's book, Faithful Elephants: A True Story of Animals, People, and War, trans. Tomoko Tsuchiya Dykes (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1988 Over the past few decades, scholars of military conflict have increasingly turned their attention beyond the battlefield to explore war's numerous after-effects and cultural legacies. This line of inquiry-in such varied fields as history, gender studies, sociology, and popular cultural studies-has provided invaluable frameworks for understanding war's complex and often paradoxical impact on modern life. However, with few exceptions, there was been little effort to chart war's effects on zoo animals and the institutions that exhibit them.2 In retrospect, this should come as little surprise. Even in the best of times, zoo animals occupy a liminal place in the popular imagination-beloved as local or national icons one day, reviled as dangerous and ultimately disposable creatures the next. 3 For the purposes of this essay, I use the term "zoo animal" to refer to any nonhuman animal captured or bred for public display in a menagerie or zoological garden. On the uneasy status of zoo animals in modern life, see Bob Mullan and Garry Marvin, Zoo Culture, 2nd edition (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999). Like other scenes of wartime destruction, they served both a memorial and inspirational purpose, allowing German viewers to mourn the animals' deaths while simultaneously invoking the need to rebuild. Shot in 1946, this particular image shows the ruins of the zoo's once renowned elephant house, the animals' remains no longer visible from beneath the pile of rubble. Photograph courtesy of Zoolischer Garten Berlin.
